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Youth are an important part of the

neighborhood! Come play at Donnie Chin

Children’s Park. Climb on the dragon!

Zongzi is a Chinese sticky rice dish wrapped in large leaves.

They’re popular during Dragon Boat Festival, a holiday that’s

celebrated on the 5th day of the 5th month. In China, there are

boats decorated like dragons!
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Anakbayan translates to “children of the nation.” Anakbayan

builds unity among Filipino youth of all backgrounds to stand for

the basic rights and welfare of Filipinos at home and abroad.

There are chapters all across the world and 3 in Seattle! 

Bush Garden was the first karaoke bar in the country! It was a

neighborhood hub since 1953 and an important place for the

Japanese American community. Bush Garden is a CID icon!
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Wing Luke was a civil rights leader

and politician here in Seattle!

Learn more about him and our

communities at the Wing Luke

Museum of the Asian Pacific

American Experience in the CID.

The Wing Luke is the only pan-

Asian museum in the entire

country!

Xie Xie means "thank you" in Chinese! There are many

dialects of Chinese and not everyone says everything the

same way. How many ways can you say "thank you?"
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CID Coalition (also known as Humbows Not Hotels) is a

grassroot group of people who care about the neighborhood. We

protect our people, culture, and neighborhood from people who

want to erase us. 

Donnie Chin was an important

community leader who

dedicated himself to public

safety. He ran IDEC

(International District

Emergency Center) to help the

community. 
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Ube is a purple

yam popular in

many Southeast

Asian cultures.

Hood Famous, a

Filipino bakeshop,

is known for their

ube cheesecake.

Next time you’re in

the neighborhood,

pick up some ube

cookies, ice

cream, or

cheesecake.

Come get your veggies! Our markets have all

sorts of produce. What are your favorite

vegetables?
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EOur neighborhood is home

to many elders! The CID is

great for aunties and

uncles because of the

cultural groceries,

restaurants, and

services. What does this

auntie have in her cart?

Draw something fun!
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Filipinotown often gets ignored from CID history but Filipinos

have made a huge impact on the neighborhood!  Community

organizers from the Filipino Community have led so many

important movements in this country.
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The Northwest Asian American

Theatre (NWAAT) was a

trailblazing Asian American theatre

group active from 1972-2004 (and

included some of CID Coalition’s

members!) The group performed out

of the Nippon Kan Theatre, and later

found a home by converting an auto

repair shop into the Theatre Off

Jackson. You can watch recordings of

NWAAT’s performances at Internet

Archive: https://archive.org

Stadiums were built in the CID/SoDo area for Seattle sports

fans. While they bring people into the neighborhood on game

days, generations of community activists have had serious

concerns about the impact on our neighborhood. Humbows

Not Hotdogs was a rallying cry to let people know CID culture

will not be erased by the Kingdome. Next time you go to a

game, be sure to stop by one of our local restaurants! 

https://archive.org/
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Gentrification is a fancy

word for “pushing out

people who live here.” Big,

expensive buildings and

businesses that do not

serve the current

community come into the

neighborhood and make

life harder for us. Tall

buildings block the sun.

Neighbors have to move

away. History and culture

is lost. 

Hing Hay Park is the neighborhood’s gathering spot! You

can play ping pong or sit and eat lunch. Come play and

explore!

H

Q or QQ describes the

best texture of boba

(tapioca pearls) in

Taiwan. Squishy!

Chewy! Bouncy! Boba is

popular and there are

many shops in the CID

that serve milk tea and

other drinks. Seattle

Best Tea is one of our

favorites! 

Rice is a staple in Asian food.Advanced rice cultivation allows

the crop to be harvested twice a year. Certain holidays and

traditions involved the beginning and the ending of the harvest

season. This drawing is a popular rice brand.. What's your

favorite rice dish?

R
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Onigiri  is a Japanese snack

made with rice! Rice is

shaped into a triangle so

it's easy to eat on the go!

You can have onigiri with

meat, nori,  and pickled

fruits or veggies.

Pho (pronounced "fuh," not

"foh") is a noodle soup from

Vietnam. There are many pho

restaurants in the CID to try!

Immigration and migration

has contributed to the rich,

multicultural diversity of

the Chinatown International

District for over a century.

The CID is the only area in the

continental United States

where Chinese, Japanese,

Filipinxs, Vietnamese, Black

and Indigenous communities

all settled together and

built one neighborhood.

Jackson is the main street that connects the formerly redlined

areas of the CID and the Central District (as well as Pioneer

Square). Jackson was also the birthplace and hotbed of Seattle

Jazz and its underground nightclub scene  during the Prohibition

years. This multiracial music community flourished at venues – with

a historic mural that was recently uncovered and preserved in the

Louisa Hotel.
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Little Saigon is the part of

the neighborhood that has

many Vietnamese

restaurants, markets, and

services! Even though the

freeway splits Little Saigon

from Chinatown and

Japantown, we are still one

big neighborhood!

Maneki-neko, also

known as “lucky cats”

can be found in many

Asian businesses and

homes. The figurines

bring luck and

prosperity. Many have a

mechanical arm that

waves at you!

Lunar New Year is a

big deal in the

neighborhood! Lion

dances bring good

luck and fortune for

the new year. Come to

the CID for LNY and

check out all our new

year's traditions.

Keiro was Seattle’s oldest

Asian Pacific Islander elder

care facility. Japanese issei

(first generation) elders were

the first community to be

served by Keiro after World

War II. Keiro was a home to

many and closed in 2019. Now,

friends at Africatown

Community Land Trust are

reopening the site to our

houseless neighbors!


